Hillary's Spy Network
by Earl P. Holt III

Special Counsel John Durham has peeled back the endless layers of
Russiagate to expose the criminality of the Clinton Spy Network.
Durham charges that Hillary Clinton's personal spy network illegally
hacked into Donald Trump's private e-mail servers in Trump Tower and
the Oval Office after he assumed the presidency.
In the fall of 2016, embroiled in her e-mail and influence-peddling
scandal from her days as Obama's Secretary of State, Hillary engaged in
a diversionary tactic to rescue her faltering campaign for president. One
day she declared that computer experts had uncovered a "covert
server linking" Donald Trump's campaign with a Russian bank named
Alpha Bank. She was in an ideal position to know about that
relationship because she paid her spies to fabricate it.
Durham's filing against Clinton lawyer Michael Sussmann in February of
2022 exposed the fact that a tech executive hired by Clinton's
Campaign spied on Trump as both candidate and president. With the
assistance of a team of researchers at Georgia Tech University, the
Clinton Spy Network mined and analyzed all internet traffic flowing to
and from Trump and his staff at both Trump Tower and the Oval Office.
This latest filing of Special Counsel John Durham alleges that Tech
Executive Rodney Joffe of Neustar and his associates at Georgia Tech
were paid by Hillary Clinton, through Sussmann, to illegally intercept
Trump's Internet traffic from his offices at Trump Tower in New York
City. They also continued to do so from the Oval Office after Trump was
elected president and assumed office.

The Clinton Spy Network always had two distinct goals: The first was a
campaign to smear Donald Trump with false allegations and improve
Hillary's chances of being elected president in 2016; And the second
was to destroy Trump's Presidency and facilitate his removal from
office in the event he defeated Hillary.
Durham's recent court filing suggests that much of the internet traffic
analyzed by the Clinton Spy Network was misinterpreted. Yet, this
didn't matter to Clinton and her co-conspirators: they only needed to
generate enough suspicion to enable Obama's corrupt DOJ and FBI
holdovers to apply for FISA warrants to conduct a fishing expedition
into Trump's campaign and presidency.
The second goal evolved into a "soft coup" in which Clinton loyalists in
the DOJ and FBI were enlisted to frame Trump with the phony charge
of "colluding with Russia" to steal the 2016 election. Their fraudulent
investigation continued until Trump was finally vindicated by the
Mueller Report, reluctantly written by his enemies in 2019.
The Clinton Spy Network was a REAL "attack on democracy" by REAL
domestic enemies. It involved a treasonous attempt to criminally and
unconstitutionally remove a duly-elected president by Hillary's New
Communist Party of the USA, an organization with long tentacles.

